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36V-26V (2A) *these values are 
motivated by component availability 



















The effect of inductor copper losses:

The converter efficiency hinders if inductor 
copper resistance is large relative to load 
resistance. 

Trade-off
Larger inductor, higher cost, 
higher efficiency
(Thicker wire gauge, lower
frequency, less hysteresis) 

Lower cost, lower efficiency
(Thinner wire gauge, higher 
frequency) 



Derivation (can skip):



I made a 460 uH
inductor (measured). 
Measured copper 
resistance is 0.16R.



Conduction losses:



Derivation (can skip):



Switching losses:

MOSFET DIODE HYSTERESIS



I plan to assemble the circuit within a 
couple days to test its operation.



OLD PROJECTS



Solar Tracker Motor Drive

This was my attempt to make an h-bridge motor driver
for my custom design solar tracker. For some reason it 
had shoot-through problems. I was in a time crunch, 
so instead of figuring out what the problem was, I used
relays to perform the same function (I just wanted to 
be able to change the direction of rotation).

More details, pictures, and videos are on my website:
https://masa8q.com/solar-tracker-design-failed/

https://masa8q.com/solar-tracker-design-failed/


By the way, when I was working on my solar tracker,
I picked up some SolidWorks skills through online courses on Udemy during my free time.
That was in order to be able to make custom parts 
for my design (like this torque wheel for an automotive belt that I bought in a local AutoZone)



Constant Current LED driver

A month ago I wanted to practice my Embedded C programming,
So I made this simple constant current LED driver with digital
feedback and control.

More details, videos, and sample code are on my website:
https://masa8q.com/a-simple-constant-current-led-driver-with-
digital-feedback-and-control-msp430/

https://masa8q.com/a-simple-constant-current-led-driver-with-digital-feedback-and-control-msp430/

